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Complete these exercises to reinforce what you learned from this Nature Friend 
magazine and the Study Guide. Study Guide exercises may be photocopied for 
classroom use. Photographs may be photocopied for noncommercial scrapbook use.

Complete the acrostic 
and learn the name of 
one butterfly that makes 
an early appearance in 
the spring.

Acrostic
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 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

 10.

 11.

 12.

 13.

A fungal disease that can damage plants in your garden. 

Food for a bluebird. 

A name sometimes used when referring to a nightjar. 

Home to the lion. 

A legume. 

Has the appearance of a sand dollar, but with five long arms. 

The central “star” in Orion’s sword. 

Home to viscachas. 

A cavern in Virginia, not too far from Nature Friend. 

An occasional exceptional display of wildflower blossoms in western deserts.

A deep sleep bears go into for the winter.

One plant that blooms in early spring. 

A small planetary nebula in Gemini. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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Across
 2.

 4.
 8.
 9.
 11.

One of the first forms of life discovered on Krakatoa after the devastation 
following a volcanic eruption.
A meteor shower in April.
Where Sharp-tailed Grouse display. 
A small creature that at one time swarmed all over Mount Krakatoa.
An animal loved for its soft blue-gray fur. 

An island split into four islands due to a volcanic eruption in the 1800s.
Plant susceptible to fall blight. 
A family of plants that is less susceptible to disease and pests than many plants.
Color of hydrogen-alpha (H-alpha) light. 
Where grunion lay eggs. 
A tree that provides sap for syrup in early spring.
King of Beasts.

Down
 1.
 3.
 4.
 5.
 6.
 7.
 10.

Crossword
Puzzle
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For You to Research

Fill-in-the-Blanks

True and False
 1. _____________ 

 2. _____________  

 3. _____________  

 4. _____________ 

 5. _____________ 

 6. _____________ 

 7. _____________ 

Bewick’s Wren eggs are pale blue with brown speckles.

Bewick’s Wrens live in Greece.

A nighthawk is a raptor.

Common Goldeneyes may be seen doing a courtship ritual during the winter months.

A large percentage of bluebird eggs are white, while a small percentage are blue.

A lion cub is born blind.

Beets are in the same family as spinach.

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

The Varied Thrush is typically found in the ____________  ________________.

________-_________-__________ are related to Whip-poor-wills.  

Yellow __________ sorrel has heart-shaped leaves. 

One of the most exciting bird calls in the spring is a Wild Turkey’s _____________. 

_________ cells in our eyes detect color.

Plant ______________ is one way to keep garden soil healthy. 

Beets are in the ______________ family. 

Pollux and _____________ are the two bright stars in Gemini.

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

A number of birds were either seen or searched for, in the story on page 3.

Research the various species mentioned, and learn what they look like.

A number of wildflowers are shown on pages 18-19. What kinds are they?

What is a sand dollar?

3SG
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The rumblings, earthquakes, thundering, 
lightning, and great noises booming up from the 

depths of the volcano came to an end. Krakatoa was 
split into four islands. Now a great silence reigned. 
An eerie silence. A mountain of ashes. No life. Was 
there any hope for Krakatoa?

In 2005, Hurricane Katrina swept in from the Gulf 
of Mexico, causing floods. People lost their lives. 
Homes were destroyed. Looters entered ruins to steal 
valuables. After the Great Chicago Fire of 1871, over 
three square miles of the city lay in charred ruins. 
Since the fall of man, calamities happen, but only 
what God allows will happen. He is in control!

But God also comes to heal, to bind up, to restore 
broken things. This is what happened at Krakatoa. 
Four months after the 1883 eruption, God placed a 
tiny spider on this island. A botanist discovered it 
spinning a web with nothing to catch! 

This was only the beginning of miracles. Three 
years later, in 1886, a blade of grass appeared, 
followed by many more. Seeds took root, probably 
dropped by birds flying over, and spores drifted 
in with the wind. Soft green grass, mosses, algae, 
flowering plants, shrubs, and eleven different kinds of 
ferns began growing. 

By 1887 God established the first trees. Within 
thirty-five to forty years, these had grown into a 
forest. Climbing vines choked the trees, turning the 
forest into a tropical Eden with butterflies, orchids, 
beautiful birds, and bats.

Alligators, snakes, worms, and ants arrived. In 
1910, twenty-seven years after the explosion, ants 
swarmed all over. By 1919, many birds and reptiles 

by Judy Kauffman

had found their homes among the shrubs. By then, 
the ants had mostly disappeared. The cycle of life was 
finding its balance.

More wonderful life was responding to God’s plan. 
With several subspecies of birds and butterflies not 
found anywhere else in the world, this land now 
became an island of new life! The Dutch turned it 
into a nature reserve, allowing no one to enter except 
accredited scientists studying life and habitat. God 
created a land and life all its own on this island!

My sources of dates didn’t all agree with each other. 
The dates I’ve used here may or may not be perfectly 
accurate. But the miracle is accurate.

GOD’S POWER TO RESTORE LIFE

SG 4

A sea star near Mount Krakatoa. 
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Writing Inspiration
by Judy Kauffman

 WRITE IT DOWN, QUICK!
 Do you have a thought worth keeping?
 Does it come while you are sweeping,
 Or perhaps in nighttime sleeping?
  Write it down!

 If you don’t, you may well lose it.
 If you don’t, you’ll surely ruse it—
 You must now decide to choose it—
  Write it down!

 Choicest words come fast and fleeting,
 Rarest words do fast retreating—
 Quick before you face defeating—
  Write it down!

You may be surprised that inspiration can happen 
at midnight. I have done some poem scribbling 
myself by the light of the moon!

Recently someone asked me how I keep 
inspiration in writing a story strong and alive 

without running out of steam?
I pondered that. What should I tell Andrea?
Have you ever received a letter that inspired you, 

sending warm circles all around your heart? You 
felt so inspired to answer your friend because you 
felt loved and special. Of course, you would answer 
it RIGHT AWAY. But that new book was lying on 
the table, and all day you had wanted to read it. “I’ll 
write my letter tomorrow,” you promised yourself. 

Of course, you know what happened. Tomorrow 
came, but that first inspiration was lost. More days 
went by, and your anticipated letter writing became 
a thought of drudgery.

That very thing has happened to me. If I 
procrastinate, inspiration is quickly lost. It can 
be regained, but it takes effort. When that first 
enthusiasm hits, write right away! It doesn’t need to 
be perfect, or neatly written. Write as fast as your 
thoughts can take you. Later you can go back and 
rewrite. Probably twice. 

Now, of course, I say this cautiously. Mom does 
need help with supper, and there are dishes to wash. 
Dad wants his son to fill the wood box, feed the 
cows, and help with the milking. Depending on 
the job, you can even keep on writing in your head. 
Keep a piece of paper in your pocket to scribble 
down choice thoughts that keep popping into your 
mind.

But what about running out of steam?
Use a thesaurus to replace dull words with alive 

words. This is a great reviver!

5SG

Create Your Own Personal 
Nature Scrapbook

Now that you have written your creative story, let it sit 
overnight. You will want to edit it again. After you have 
given it your best, let a parent, sibling, teacher, or friend 
read it and make suggestions too. An illustration, either 
art or photo, will enhance your writing.

You will need a neat title. You may use artistic 
handwriting, calligraphy, rub-on letters, or an attractive 
computer font.

If not using a computer to design your layout, lightly 
mark the area where you will attach your art or photo. 
Then gracefully type your writing around it. When 
everything fits and looks right, and your final copy is neat 
and clean, attach your illustration. Tuck your work of 
art into a plastic sleeve, and into your nature binder. It’s 
ready for whatever more you would like to do with it…
share with your friends…send a copy to Nature Friend…
enjoy it yourself on a snowy winter evening.
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Vegetable Crop 
rotations
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by Arlene Reid

Vegetable Crop 
rotations

“Spring is coming, spring is coming, don’t you 
hear it in the hills?” This song rings in our 

heads as inner excitement builds. Spring IS coming! 
The early morning chill is gently chased away by the 
warmth of sunshine in the new day. The smell of 
freshly plowed garden soil wafts past our noses. A 
fresh new start to a garden season! Now is the time 
to plan this year’s garden. 

SG 6
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Maybe this is the year to rotate crops to better 
utilize the nutrients in the soil for better production. 
Gardeners who keep good records of their plantings, 
changes, and what worked and did not work can 
learn what it takes to improve harvest. When 
gardeners experiment, but do not remember what 
went wrong or what made a difference, it remains a 
guessing game. Recording properly saves time in the 
future. 

A great way to keep information safe is to draw a 
sketch of the garden area, date the drawing, mark the 
plants with an X (or another mark), and label each 
variety planted. Keep this paper in a safe place so 
that it can be found easily. A copy can be placed in a 
garden shed to document changes while keeping the 
master document safe. 

Rotating the vegetables in a garden is a sensible 
way to keep garden soil vibrant and healthy. It better 
utilizes the nutrients, and helps keep infestations 
of insects and diseases from building up in the soil.
Some plants are root crops that loosen soil. This 
enables moisture, air, and nutrients to reach deeper 
into the soil. 

Pay attention to plant families, and rotate 
accordingly. Tomatoes and potatoes are related, so 
they may be susceptible to similar pests and diseases. 
Gardeners often choose to plant these near one 
another so they can treat issues and/or fertilize more 
easily if necessary. 

However, potatoes can harbor a fall blight that will 
overwinter in any potato not harvested. If tomatoes, 
which are susceptible to blight, are planted in last 
year’s potato patch, they may catch that same blight 
from the potatoes. So, rarely do gardeners plant 
those in the same spots each year.

It is important to be aware of fertilization and 
water needs. Some plants prefer drier feet, while 
others need lots of moisture as they grow quickly. 

“Heavy feeders” need more fertilization than “light 
feeders” do. Gardeners plant eggplant, peppers, 
tomatoes, and potatoes where legumes grew the 
previous year. Legumes include beans, peanuts, 

peas, limas, cover crops like vetch, and 
some clover. These add nutrients to the soil 
naturally, so a “heavy feeder” should do well in these 
spots. 

Heavy feeders also include the cabbage family/
cole crops. Arugula, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, 
cabbage, broccoli, collards, kale, mustard greens, etc. 
like richer soil and fertilizer. These respond well to 
areas where legumes have grown before. 

The spinach family, including beets, Swiss chard, 
and spinach, can grow in any area and are light to 
medium feeders. Onions, shallots, leeks, and garlic 
are light feeders and are great to aerate the soil. 
Parsnips, turnips, and carrots allow the ground to 
loosen as they grow, too. 

Because the lettuce family is less susceptible to 
most diseases and pests in the garden, planting 
lettuce pretty much anywhere will work. Loose, 
rich soil will help lettuce grow quickly. Lettuce, 
beets, spinach, and other small plants love to grow 
in the shaded areas between taller bushy plants like 
broccoli, Brussels sprouts, and cauliflower. By the 
time the cole crops are ready for harvest, the lettuce 
may have been already harvested. 

Summer and winter squash, gourds, pumpkins, 
melons, cantaloupes, and watermelon require 
nutrients to grow. Be sure to water and fertilize these 
plants early in the mornings so the leaves can dry 
well before evening. These plants are susceptible to 
powdery mildew and other fungal diseases, so it is 
important to allow space for good air flow around 
them. Some gardeners argue that loose, rich soil is 
the secret to harvesting these crops, while others say 
that a well-drained, loose, sandy soil is preferred. 
Whichever soil type works for the gardener, good 
fertilization, and picking regularly for squash and 
cucumbers are a must. 

Crop rotation is not only for the farmer with acres 
of annual crops, but can be a fascinating technique 
to use with your garden vegetables. It is fun to see 
when our efforts produce a greater yield of fruit and 
vegetables after following our garden map. 
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 Favorite recipes for 

C amp & C abin C ookin’
 ...seasoned with a pinch of story

Cheesy Potatoes
—Submitted by Scott Stombaugh, Saint Joe, IN

1 (11 oz) can cream of 
    mushroom soup
½ c butter
8 oz cream cheese
½ tsp salt

1 c shredded cheese
32 oz frozen, shredded
     hash browns
1 sm. onion, chopped

Heat and stir soup, butter, cream cheese, and salt 
until smooth. Add shredded cheese and stir to 

melt. Add onion. Pour over potatoes and mix well. 
Bake in a greased casserole dish at 350° for 1½ hours. 
Stir halfway through and then sprinkle additional 
shredded cheese on top.

S e n d  r e c i p e s  t o  C a m p  a n d  C a b i n  C o o k i n ’  4 2 5 3  W o o d c o c k  L n ,  D a y t o n ,  V A  2 2 8 2 1

Broccoli Salad
—Submitted by the Stombaugh family, Saint Joe, IN

1 head broccoli, chopped
1 c shredded cheddar 
    cheese

½ lb bacon, cooked & 
    crumbled
1 sm. onion, chopped

Combine salad ingredients. Mix dressing 
ingredients together. Pour over salad and stir.

½ c mayonnaise
1 tsp vinegar

1 T sugar

Dressing
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Slice chicken breasts. Pound with a meat mallet to 
tenderize. Fry with oil in a skillet; sprinkle with 

salt.
Put meat into baking dish. Pour desired amount 

of Western dressing over meat. Bake at 350° for 15 
minutes. Dressing can also be poured over chicken in 
skillet after it is fried, and then heated well in skillet 
instead of oven.

Western Dressing 
Chicken

—Submitted by Maria Yoder, Scottville, MI

2 lb chicken breasts
1 bottle Western dressing

S e n d  r e c i p e s  t o  R e c i p e s @ N a t u r e F r i e n d M a g a z i n e . c o m

Preheat oven to 350°. Line muffin pans with paper 
muffin cups.

Beat eggs about 2 minutes until thick and frothy. 
Beat in sugar and oil. Mix in vanilla, vinegar, baking 
soda, and salt. Add sour cream. Stir in flour, using a 
wooden spoon. (Batter may be slightly lumpy.) Stir in 
blueberries.

Make the topping by stirring together topping 
ingredients with a fork.

Fill muffin cups with about ¼ cup batter each. 
Sprinkle topping evenly over the tops of the muffins. 
Bake for 15-22 minutes until a toothpick comes out 
clean from the center of a muffin. Cool 5 minutes in 
pans; then remove to a rack to cool completely. 

Store in airtight container up to three days or 
freeze for up to one month. Yields 18-24 muffins.

Starbucks® Copycat 
Blueberry Muffins

—Submitted by Abigail Wenger, Dalton, OH

2 eggs
1 c granulated sugar
½ c vegetable oil
1 tsp vanilla extract
1 tsp white vinegar
1 tsp baking soda

½ tsp salt
1 c sour cream
2 c all-purpose flour
1 c blueberries, fresh or 
    frozen but defrosted 
    and drained well

Muffins

¾ c all-purpose flour
¾ c granulated sugar

¼ tsp salt
5 T butter, melted

Topping
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by Shaphan Shank

Gemini, the twins, lies northeast of Orion along 
the band of the Milky Way. The most obvious 

part of Gemini is the pair of bright stars, named 
Pollux and Castor, which mark the northeastern 
end of the constellation. The rest of Gemini consists 
of several chains of stars which extend southwest 
toward Orion.

A number of double and multiple stars lie within 
the bounds of Gemini, but one of them outshines all 
the rest—literally. Castor, the second-brightest star 
in Gemini, is a fairly tight double consisting of two 
whitish stars separated by about 5 arcseconds. The 
component stars are similar in brightness, making 
the pair easy to split at moderate magnification. This 
star system is technically a sextuple system rather 
than a double—in addition to the bright pair, a third 
star which is much fainter lies about 70 arcseconds 

to the south. All three of the visible component stars 
have dwarf companion stars which orbit too closely 
to be visually separable.

The brightest and best-known deep sky object in 
Gemini is the open star cluster M35. This cluster lies 
in the western part of Gemini, about 2° northwest of 
the star Propus and 1.5° northeast of 1 Geminorum. 
M35 is bright enough that you may be able to 
see it as a faint spot of light with the unaided eye. 
However, it won’t be very noticeable without optical 
aid. With binoculars, you should be able to see the 
cluster as a fuzzy patch of light with just a few of the 
brightest stars resolved. Nearly any good-quality 
telescope at low magnification will turn M35 into a 
sparkling mass of dozens of stars. 

As an added bonus, a much more distant cluster 
called NGC 2158 lies next to M35. Both clusters 
are easily visible in the same field of view at low 
magnification. Since NGC 2158 lies so much farther 
away than M35, its stars are much dimmer and 
harder to resolve. The cluster looks like a fuzzy or 
sparkly patch of light at low magnification, but you 
may be able to resolve some of its stars with high 
magnification.

Most of the nebulas in Gemini are quite faint, but 
there is one exception: NGC 2392, or the Eskimo 
Nebula. The Eskimo is a small planetary nebula 

Gemini

M A R C H  2 0 2 0  S T U D Y  G U I D E

M35

NGC 2158
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named for its resemblance in photographs to a face 
surrounded by a fur hood. To find this nebula, start 
by finding the star Wasat southwest of Pollux. About 
2° east of Wasat is a faint star called 63 Geminorum. 
NGC 2392 lies approximately 0.5° southeast of this 
star. 

Use moderate 
magnification to find NGC 
2392, as this will give you 
a reasonably large field of 
view while still magnifying 
the nebula enough to clearly 
show that it is not a star. 

Once you’ve found the nebula, experiment with 
higher power until you find the magnification that 
reveals the most detail. Backyard telescopes will not 
reveal the level of detail that photographs do, but 
a mid-sized telescope should show a brighter area 
in the middle of the nebula. Careful observation at 
high magnification may reveal additional ring-like 
structures and/or the nebula’s central star.

Want a Telescope?
Call Kevin 1-540-947-1636 to discuss your

 interests. We are dealers for Celestron, Sky-watcher, 
Explore Scientific, Scope Buggy, and Howie Glatter 
Laser Collimators.

Measuring Degrees Made Simple
You can use your hand to approximate distances in 

the sky. At arm’s length, palm away:
1° - Width of little finger
5° - Three middle fingers
10° - Clenched fist
20° - Outstretched thumb 

  to outstretched little  
  finger

Reading a Star Map
To read a star map, hold 

overhead with the side of 
the map labeled "N" 
toward the north. 

4th Edition Book
112 pages:  $26.99 + $6.50 S/H
Virginia orders add 5.3% sales tax

0°                                                                       20°

Open star cluster
Open star cluster and bright nebula
Globular star cluster
Planetary nebula
Bright nebula
Galaxy

NGC 2392
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I had always dreamed of 
photographing a Killdeer at its 

nest. Although I had spent hours 
searching, the nest’s exact location had 
always seemed to elude me. One year 
we regularly saw a Killdeer near our 
house, so we were pretty sure it had its 
nest nearby. Hoping to find the nest, I 
sat for hours with binoculars watching 
that Killdeer. As soon as it would stop, 
sit down, or vanish from sight, I would 
jump up and run to where it had 
been. To my disappointment, though, 
I never did find that Killdeer’s nest, 
although the experience taught me a 
lot about Killdeer. 

Twice, we even found camouflaged 
Killdeer-like nests in our field, only to 
discover later that both were Horned 
Lark nests. Although photographing 
the Horned Lark nests proved 
interesting and rewarding, the dream 
of a Killdeer nest photograph lived on.

That all changed, however, when 
Dad unintentionally found a Killdeer 
nest in our field last spring. The next 
afternoon, I grabbed my camera 
bag and headed out to the nest. To 
my disappointment, sneaking up on 
the nest with my telephoto lens (or 
whatever you call a point-and-shoot 
camera with 7.1x zoom) proved 
ineffective. The Killdeer spotted my 
approach and quickly evacuated the 
nest before I was anywhere close to 
effective photography range. 

So I changed tactics.
Grabbing my miniature tripod from 

my bag, I snapped my camera onto it, 
spread the tripod legs out, and placed 
the whole contraption on the ground. 

M A R C H  2 0 2 0  S T U D Y  G U I D E

Photos and article by Timothy Miller

To Photograph a Killdeer Nest
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After trying several different angles, perspectives, 
and exposure settings, I went to the continuous 
setting of my camera and selected the “interval 
timer” option, similar to the “time lapse” setting on 
some cameras. This setting programs the camera 
to automatically take photos at specific timed 
intervals. I selected the “30 second” option, under 
which the camera would take a photograph every 
30 seconds, then sprinted back to the lawn mower 
to finish my mowing. 

Several hours later, I returned, slipped over to 
the camera, quickly inspected the camera’s gallery, 
and was pleasantly surprised at the results. After 
adjusting the camera’s position a bit, I sprinted 
back to the house, hoping to not disturb the nest 
more than necessary. 

I changed the camera’s position several 
times during the day in an effort to try out 
new angles and to cope with the changing lighting 
conditions between midday and sunset.

After sunset, I retrieved my camera and examined 
the work the interval timer had done. Out of the 
hundreds of photographs to sort through, there 
were lots of junk ones, some “ok” ones, and a few 
really good ones. They provided a nice surprise 
every once in a while as I sorted through the 
collection. 

Another positive surprise was that the frequent 
photos provided a new perspective of life at a 
Killdeer nest, teaching me a lot about Killdeer 
family life that I hadn’t known before. I was amazed 
at how much the Killdeer parents helped each other 

M A R C H  2 0 2 0  S T U D Y  G U I D E
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take care of the young and how they took turns 
bringing in food and sitting on the unhatched eggs 
in the nest. 

Another thing I learned about Killdeer from the 
experience was how fast Killdeer chicks mature. I 
had planned to go back the next day and get more 
photographs when more of the chicks had hatched. 
Upon my arrival at noon the next day, though, the 
nest was empty. All the chicks had hatched and 
become strong enough to leave the nest.

Since I first tried the interval timer as a method of 
close-up bird photography in 2015, the technique 
has become a favorite of mine for several reasons. 
First, it allows the camera to be many times closer 
to the bird than if the camera were being held by the 
photographer. This makes it much easier to get close-
up bird photographs, especially for people like me 
who don’t own a long telephoto lens. 

Another reason, actually the biggest reason, I 
like using interval timer for bird photography, is 
that it allows not only close-up photographs of 

elusive birds, but close-up wide angle photographs, 
something not often seen in bird photography. 
Instead of only showing the bird, this allows the 
photographer to show the bird in its natural habitat. 
One way I like to do this is to use the rule of thirds, 
positioning the bird off to one side, and then 
showing the bird’s environment in the background. 

Another plus is that the wide field of view offered 
by interval timer gives the potential to show some 
sky in the background. It can take some patience to 
wait for the right weather, but featuring a vibrant 
blue sky behind a bird can turn a good photograph 
into a great one.

Although the Killdeer in our field weren’t bothered 
by the nearby camera, some bird species can present 
more difficulty. Oftentimes it works better to get the 
birds accustomed to a fake camera (a small black 
cardboard box works well for me) at a distance. 
Then gradually move it closer as the birds become 
accustomed to it. Once they’re used to a fake camera, 
a real one doesn’t usually cause a problem. 
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If your camera works with a remote, you can 
use the same technique I described, except that 
instead of the camera going off at a set time 
interval, you are in complete control of when the 
camera takes each photograph. This approach has 
some fairly big advantages. The disadvantages of 
using a remote are that it takes a lot of time—you 
have to be watching the camera the entire time 
instead of the camera just doing its job—and you 
have to find a way to keep the birds from seeing 
you. Although many birds won’t be worried by 
a nearby camera, most will be worried by the 
presence of a nearby photographer.

In the world of wide-angle bird photography, 
creativity makes all the difference. Try attracting 
birds using a food source or trickling water. Place  
a photogenic branch nearby, and take their portrait 
when they land on it. 

This approach to photographing a Killdeer nest 
intrigues me. I would like to try it, if and when I have 
opportunity and it suits. So, to readers local to me, if 
you find a nest and don’t mind sharing it with me, you 
are invited to let me know. 

   Kevin Shank, Editor



ANSWERS

Answers for Acrostic on page 1:

Answers for Crossword Puzzle on page 2:

225° F = 100° C or Gas Mark ¼
250° F = 130° C or Gas Mark ½
275° F = 140° C or Gas Mark 1
300° F = 150° C or Gas Mark 2
325° F = 170° C or Gas Mark 3
350° F = 180° C or Gas Mark 4
375° F = 190° C or Gas Mark 5
400° F = 200° C or Gas Mark 6
425° F = 220° C or Gas Mark 7
450° F = 230° C or Gas Mark 8
475° F = 240° C or Gas Mark 9

1 teaspoon (tsp) = 5 ml/g. 
1 tablespoon (T) = 15 ml/g.
1 ounce (oz) = 28 ml/g.
1 cup (c) = 227 ml/g.
1 pound (lb) = 450 ml/g.

Metric and Gas 
Conversions

for
Common Recipe 
Measurements

M A R C H  2 0 2 0  S T U D Y  G U I D E

Answers for “Fill-in-the-Blanks” on page 3:
1. Pacific Northwest; 2. Chuck-will’s-widows; 3. Wood; 
4. Gobble; 5. Cone; 6. Rotation; 7. Spinach; 8. Castor

Answers for “True and False” on page 3:
1. False. White; 2. False; 3. False. Nightjar; 4. True; 5. False. 
Opposite; 6. True; 7. True

Answers for “For You to Research” on page 3: 
Essay answers

16SG

1.POWDERYMILDEW

2.MEALWORM

3.GOATSUCKER

4.AFRICANGRASSLANDS

5.PEANUT

6.BRITTLESTAR

7.ORIONNEBULA

8.ARGENTINA

9.LURAYCAVERNS

10.SUPERBLOOM

11.TORPOR

12.SKUNKCABBAGE

13.ESKIMO

K

SPIDER

LYRIDOA

EETK

BTDMAA

LEKTANTT

ALUPOO

CHINCHILLAA

HOEE

EN

S

3

5 4

1

6

2

7

89

10

11

Crocuses
Ella Walker, 12, Jericho, VT

I like your low perspective on these plants. If I could 
make one suggestion, it would be to shift composition 
slightly so the full flower is shown on the right side. 
Good job.  —Nature Friend


